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Abstract 
Smart city is currently the main direction of development. The automatic management of instrumentation is 
one task of the smart city. Because there are a lot of old instrumentation in the city that cannot be replaced 
promptly, how to makes low-cost transformation with Internet of Thing (IoT) becomes a problem. This article 
gives a low-cost method that can identify code wheel instrument information. This method can effectively 
identify the information of image as the digital information. Because this method does not require a lot of 
memory or complicated calculation, it can be deployed on a cheap microcontroller unit (MCU) with low read-
only memory (ROM). At the end of this article, test result is given. Using this method to modify the old 
instrumentation can achieve the automatic management of instrumentation and can help build a smart city. 
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1. Introduction 

Smart city is currently the main direction of development. The Internet of Thing (IoT) of 
instrumentation is one task of the smart city. However, there is much old instrumentation such as the 
gas meter in the city. The quantity of them is very large and the cost of replacing them is very high. It 
becomes important to transform the old instrumentation with low-cost to make them automatic with 
IoT. Image recognition is a viable method. However, there is still no image recognition method for low-
cost reconstruction of instrumentation. Other industries, such as medical and precision machining, 
have applied image recognition methods. But among the existing methods, the deployment costs are 
too high [1-4]. The method of texture recognition costs a high read-only memory (ROM). The method 
of convolution neural network has a complicated calculation [5-7]. All these are not conducive to low-
cost transformation. The old code wheel instruments all have the feature of relatively fixed image area 
and relatively fixed pattern of number. This article gives a method that can effectively identify the 
information of image as the digital information based on the above feature. The method can identify the 
area with valid information and can cut it out. With the template matching method, it can effectively 
identify the meaning of image information. This method use with memory less than 128k and can be 
deployed on a cheap microcontroller unit (MCU) such as STM32 series or MK series. With simple 
calculation, this method can make the running time as short as 1s with 8 numbers of the code wheel 
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instrumentation to identify. This method can make the old instruments identify information and 
upload the data automatically. Section 2 gives the hardware of image recognition device. Section 3 gives 
the image segmentation method. Section 4 gives image identification method. Section 5 gives a serious 
test results. And Section 6 is a conclusion of this article. 

 
 

2. Hardware Design 

The hardware of the image identification device has five modules. They are the power module, the 
camera module, the liquid crystal display (LCD) module, the wireless module and the MCU module. 
The structure of the modules is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. System of image identification device. 
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Fig. 2. Circuit design of camera module (a), MCU module (b), LCD module (c), and wireless module (d). 
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Fig. 3. Image taken by camera module. 

 
The MCU module uses MLK17 as the MCU. The KL17 series is optimized for cost-sensitive and 

battery powered applications requiring low-power general-purpose connectivity. The camera module 
takes photo of the code wheel of instrumentation and sends it to MCU. The wireless module uses the 
LSD4RF. It works in the 470 MHz band and communicates with the server. The LCD module is 
responsible for real-time display of the information. The circuit design of these modules is shown in 
Fig. 2 and the image of instrument’s code wheel taken by camera is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

3. Image Cutting Method 

In order to effectively identify the image information and reduce the amount of computation, it needs 
to cut the image to extract the valid part of the information. The original image shown in Fig. 3 is 
consisted of three colors, red, black, and white. In order to avoid other light interference and reduce the 
computational complexity, it removes the red layer information to make the new picture. Then it makes 
the new picture binarized and inverted to reduce the computational complexity. The method given by 
this article firstly looks for the vertices of the image. By calculating the sum of nine pixels, the formula 
for the vertices is as Eq. (1). 
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where ( , )PIC i j  is new picture’s image matrix. If the sum is larger than 1040, it means that at least 8 
white pixels are found. In order to reduce the calculation, the step to find four vertexes is as follow. 

Step 1. Search the image from up to down and left to right, to find the first vertex called up-left vertex. 
Step 2. The second vertex is called down-left vertex. It needs search its X-axis coordinate near the X-

axis coordinate of up-left vertex. And search its Y-axis coordinate from the bottom of the 
image to the top of the image. Then it determines the down-left vertex’s coordinate position. 

Step 3. The third vertex is called up-right vertex. It needs search its X-axis coordinate near the Y-axis 
coordinate near the Y-axis coordinate of up-left vertex. And search its X-axis coordinate from 
the right of the image to the left of the image. Then it determines the up-right vertex’s 
coordinate position. 

Step 4. The forth vertex is called down-right vertex. It needs search its X-axis coordinate near the X-
axis coordinate of up-right vertex. And search its Y-axis coordinate near the Y-axis coordinate 
of left-down vertex. 

After determining the four vertices, it cuts the original image by four vertices. Then it needs to 
calculate the image rotation angle by Eq. (2). 
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where   is the tilt angle. The LDx  and LDy  are the left-down vertex’s X-axis coordinate and Y-axis 
coordinate. The L Ux  and L Uy  are the left-up vertex’s X-axis coordinate and Y-axis coordinate. 

After determining the image’s tilt angle, it needs to rotate the image with tilt angle using the method 
of bilinear interpolation. 

It needs to cut every number’s image. The method given by this article calculates the image by Eq. (3). 
 

1
( )

j

jA i y                                                                           (3) 

 
where ( )A i  is a one dimensional vector and jy  is the Y-label coordinate of one column of the image. 

This method differentiates the vector and dramatic changes part is the edge of each number. Then it 
needs to cut the image with the certain edge. 

Then here comes the image of each number and can do further process with matching its value. 
 
 

4. Image Matching Method 

This article gives a simple method to identify the number in the image. The old code wheel 
instruments all have a common feature that the fixed mechanical structure of the code wheel allows the 
position of the image to be relatively fixed as well. Each mechanical position of the wheel code has its 
corresponding image. The mechanical structure is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Mechanical structure of wheel code. 

 

The method given by this article gives an image matching method that has the minimum amount of 
calculation. The image templates are generated by the image cutting method given by Section 3. All 
these image templates are the same size with image that needs to be identified. Also the templates are 
the bitmap after being binarized. Each number has 6 positions of mechanical structure. There are 60 
image templates for all the numbers in each position. The image templates of the number are shown in 
Fig. 5. 

When it starts to match the image with the image templates, it uses the Eq. (4). 
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where ( , )I i j  is one pixel of the image to be identified and the i  and j  is the pixel’s X-axis 
coordinate and Y-axis coordinate. The ( , )nT i j  is one pixel of the image template and the subscript n is 

the number of the image template. The ( )Sum n  is the sum of differences for each image pixel and 
template pixel of the number. 
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Fig. 5. Image templates of number. 

 
This method needs to calculate the sum of differences for the identified image with all the image 

template one by one with Eq. (4). Then if the ( )Su m n  is equal to 0, it shows that the identified image 
is completely match the image template of the number. Then matching the number of image template 
with true number and here comes the identified result. If the ( )Sum n  is not equal to 0, it needs to 
choose the minimum result and match the number n image template. Then matching the number of 
image template with true number. 

 
 

5. Test Results 

In order to ensure that the experimental test result is closer to the real environment, the test picture is 
manually added noise. The test image is shown as Fig. 6. 

Then it processes the test image with the method given by this article. The images after binarized, cut 
rotated and inverted are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Test image. 

 

                    
(a)   (b) 

             
(c)   (d) 

Fig. 7. (a) Image after binarized, (b) cut image, (c) cut image after rotated, and (d) cut image after inverted. 
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Then it starts matching cutting single number’s image with image template. The result is shown in 
Fig. 8. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Result of image identification. 

 
The result is completely right. The running time of this method on the hardware platform given by 

Section 2 is about 1.1 seconds. This running time is within reasonable limits. The method of image 
identification is reliable and feasible. 

 
 

6. Conclusion 

This article gives a method can identify the number information. It can detect the information area of 
the image and cut it out. Then the method can find the small image with single number and cut it out. It 
uses a method of template matching to identify the number in the image. It only need run with low 
memory. It also has very small amount of computation that makes it can be deployed at a chip MCU. It 
makes easy to transform the old code wheel instruments to make them can do automatic meter reading 
and send the data up to the server. It can transform the existing old code wheel instruments with low 
cost and is suitable for large-scale. It can help accelerate the pace of smart city construction. This article 
also gives the hardware design of the image identification device. The method of code wheel image 
identification and the hardware design of the image identification device can help accelerate the smart 
city construction. 
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